Fact Sheet

Unleash the Power
With the Microsoft Power
Platform you can analyze data,
build solutions and automate
processes across your
organization. In fact, you can do
more than just solve problems —
you can transform your
business from the ground up.
And with DXC solutions for
Microsoft Power Platform your
whole business will be able to do
it faster, conﬁdently and
leveraging best practices.

Meet your challenges as you
foster innovation
Data – Provisioning, capturing
and storing data in a secure and
structured way is complex.
Time to learn – Taking time out
of a busy schedule is never easy;
training must deliver real value —
and quickly.
Ease of use – You need ease of
use, but you cannot forsake best
practice and strict governance.
Scale – Building a single
application may be
straightforward, but an
enterprise-scale framework
is essential for long-term
sustainability.
DXC provides the tools and
frameworks to meet these
challenges and more.

DXC Solutions for Microsoft
Power Platform — the
technology and business
innovation enabler
A simpler, lower-risk way to build a
customer-centric framework for the future
DXC solutions for Microsoft Power
Platform is our service that unlocks
maximum value from investment in
Microsoft’s Power Platform technology.
The service has grown out of our
unrivalled experience in helping
customers maximise the huge potential
of the Power Platform to drive innovation
and unlock business value.

and maintenance, the service
encourages innovation and provides
real business value from the outset.
With DXC solutions for Microsoft
Power Platform you can:
•

Nurture innovation and disruptive
technologies to gain competitive
advantage

With DXC guiding and supporting your
people at every stage, your business
can quickly learn how to power forward
with customer-centric innovation. Better
still, you’ll quickly have the apps and
tools to deliver value across your entire
organization.

•

Train stakeholders and “Citizen
Developers” in how to get started,
follow best practice and manage
the application lifecycle

•

Ensure that your business-critical
solutions are supported with SLAs
and upgrade services

You’ll also be secure in the knowledge
that your business-critical applications
can be supported from build through to
lifecycle management.

•

Govern your deployments
and developments through
monitoring tools to ensure you are
supporting your business users
and adhering to data security best
practice.

With our comprehensive service you’re
never on your own. From initial ideation
workshops, training and product build
support, through to deployment,
support

Learn more about what’s included in
the service and how to get started fast
with an ideation workshop or training.
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Key beneﬁts that come together
for your business with the
powerful Microsoft Power
Platform:
•

•

The platform for Citizen
Developers to bring about real
change in your organization
Allows everyone, from pro
developers to frontline workers,
to participate in driving better
business outcomes

•

No coding or specialist data
skills required

•

Drag-and-drop components all
connect to create new apps and
automated processes

•

AI Builder allows users to easily
add intelligence to apps

DXC Solutions
•

Helps assure the success of your
Power Platform projects

•

Fosters innovation across
your business

•

Expert guidance and insight
to help you achieve the best
possible outcomes

•

Scalability and controls built in
from the outset to protect your
business

Why use DXC Solutions for Microsoft Power Platform?
Lead your business to innovation
We will help you to become leaders, supporting your business in its desire
to innovate.
Learn from experience
Our people have delivered some of the largest Power Platform projects globally.
Accelerate time to value
Get it right ﬁrst time and realize the value of your investment sooner.
Get more out of the Microsoft Power Platform and your Microsoft business
applications generally
Comprising three of Microsoft’s most powerful innovation solutions, Power BI,
PowerApps and Power Automate (previously known as Flow), and supported by
Microsoft’s Common Data Service, Data Connectors and AI Builder, the Power
Platform is a low-code platform designed to meet the challenges of modern
organizations. It’s unique in that Citizen Developers, IT and Pro Developers can all
work together, using the same platform to deliver apps and solutions that meet your
always-evolving business needs.

What’s included our solutions?

1

2

3

Infrastructure
planning and
deployment services

Training in best
practices and
design patterns

Ideation workshops to
get you started with
your ﬁrst deliverable

4

5

6

Support in building
more complex
solutions

Deployment and
application lifecycle
management support

A full business-critical
support and managed
service offering

Get started now with a workshop or training
Our business and technical advisors can demonstrate the capabilities of our solution,
validate the proposed strategy, and determine next steps and investment with your
key stakeholders. Leveraging our global delivery centers, DXC can build the right
solution to match your company’s digital transformation strategy.

About DXC Technology
As the world's leading independent, end-to-end IT services company, DXC Technology (NYSE: DXC) leads
digital transformations for clients by modernizing and integrating their mainstream IT, and by deploying
digital solutions at scale to produce better business outcomes. The company’s technology independence,
global talent, and extensive partner network enable 6,000 private and public-sector clients in 70 countries to
thrive on change. DXC is a recognized leader in corporate responsibility. For more information, visit
www.dxc.technology and explore thrive.dxc.technology, DXC’s digital destination for changemakers and
innovators.
www.dxc.technology
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